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Abstract

In the �rst half of the 20th century, scientists ana- 

lyzed the single knitted structure through the 

studies of the knitted structure basic element, 

i.e. the knitted loop. By means of loop models,  

they tried to de�ne the relationships among 

yarn parameters, knitted fabric parameters and 

knitting process parameters. �e �rst geometri-

cal loop models played an important role in the 

control of knitted fabric dimensions and mass 

per unit area, while the contemporary ones 

have been designed for graphic simulations and 

knitted structure planning. �e real knitted fab-

rics are complex materials which do not meet 

the applied idealized presumptions, i.e. struc-

tural homology, non-compressibility and sim-

ple geometry. Recently, the studies of the knit-

ted loop geometry have been a research subject 

once again, e.g. for the demands of the hosiery 

sphere, computer simulations of the knitted 

fabric appearance, planning of knitted compo- 

sites and knitted structures with unconvention-

al properties. New expertise, modern testing 

and measuring techniques, e.g. electron micro-

scopy and computer picture analysis enable the 

speci�cation of the loop shape and size in de-

pendence on the geometrical parameters of the 

-
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2.1 Peirceov model zanke  

 -

-

Figure 1: Peirce’s loop model (1) – normal structure 

loop. In the present study, the most distinctive 

and important constructional geometrical we! 

loop models are presented and analyzed. 

Keywords: loop model, loop, knitted structure, 

loop length

1 Introduction

Many scientists have been studying knitted fab-

rics, mainly the single structure, and its basic 

element – the knitted loop. �eir investigations 

can be subdivided into four main groups: 

geometrical loop models: Peirce (1), Leaf & a. 

Glaskin (2), Munden (3), Vekassy (4), Suh 

(5), Dalidovich (6,7), Korlinski (8), Morooka 

& Matsumoto & Morooka (9),

mechanical loop models:b.  Leaf (10), Nutting 

& Leaf (11), Postle (12), Whitney & Epting 

(13), Popper (14), Postle & Munden (15,16), 

Shanahan & Postle (17), Hepworth & Hep-

worth & Leaf (18), MacRory et al (19), Hep-

worth & Leaf (20), Hepworth (21), Wu & 

Hamada & Maekawa (22),

energy loop models:c.  Glaskin & Leaf (23), 

Postle & Carnaby & deJong (24), Kawaba-

ta (25),

experimental research – testing of the loop d. 

models adequacy for the real knitted fab-

rics: Doyle (26), Fletcher & Roberts (27-32), 

Shinn (33), Munden & Fletcher (34), Leaf 

(35), Lau & Dias (36), and many others.

As early as in the �rst half of the 20th century, 

scientists tried to de�ne the relationships among 

yarn parameters, knitted fabric parameters and 

knitting process parameters. In the second half 

of the century, they started mathematically de-

scribing the changes in loop dimensions and 

shape during uniaxial and biaxial stresses. �e 

primary geometrical loop models were relative-

ly simple, yet they only corresponded to a limit-

ed extent to the yarns and the knitted structures 

applied at that time. With the new information 

technology, testing equipment and �bre devel-

opment, they were �rst replaced with new, more 

complex and comprehensive mechanical loop 

models, and a!erwards with energy models. 

�e �rst geometrical loop models played an 

important role in the control of knitted fab-

ric dimensions and mass per unit area, while 
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Figure 3: Peirce’s loop model (1) – curvature of loop legs

Figure 2: Peirce’s loop model (1) – construction of needle and sinker 
arc, and loop legs (projection onto fabric plane)
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the contemporary ones have been designed for 

graphic simulations and knitted structure plan-

ning. Recently, the studies of the knitted loop ge-

ometry have been a research subject once again, 

e.g. for the demands of the hosiery sphere, com-

puter simulations of the knitted fabric appear-

ance, planning of knitted composites and knit-

ted structures with unconventional properties. 

Supported by new expertise, modern testing 

and measuring techniques, e.g. electron micro-

scopy and computer picture analysis, they ena-

ble the speci�cation of the loop shape and size 

in dependence on the geometrical parameters of 

the loop. 

2 Geometrical loop model

 

In his study, Peirce (1) presumed that a knitted 

structure is normal when the adjacent yarns 

within the knitted fabric are in contact (cf. Fig-

ure 1). �e projection of the loop onto the fab-

ric plane is composed of the circular needle and 

sinker arcs connected with straight lines, i.e. 

loop legs (cf. Figure 2). �e loop is three-dimen-

sional, which means that the loop arcs and legs 

lie on the cylinder surface with the curvature 

radius R and the axis parallel to the course di-

rection (cf. Figure 3).

If A be loop width, B loop height, ℓ loop length 

and dpr yarn diameter, we have for the normal 

knitted structure (cf. Figure 2) (Equation 1 and 

2).

Moreover, we have the quarter of the loop 

length ℓ / 4 (cf. Figure 2) (Equation 3), and 

therefore (Equation 4).

For the normal structure of the knitted fabric 

(1), the ratio between the radius R of the cylin-

der on which the loop lies and the yarn diame-

ter dpr is a constant (cf. Figure 3) (Equation 5).

Taking into account that a real knitted fabric 

does not necessarily exist as a normal structure, 

Peirce (1) adjusted his loop model also for open 

knitted fabrics in which the adjacent yarns are 

not in contact. In this case, he anticipated loop 

elongation by inserting straight yarn segments: 

a segment in the crown of the loop parallel to 

the course line – ε ∙ dpr, and two straight yarn 

segments between the arcs and loop legs – ξ ∙ 

dpr. �e coe<cient ξ can have a negative value 
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2.2 Leaf-Glaskinov model zanke
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Figure 4: Projection of Leaf & Glaskin’s (2) loop model onto fabric 
plane

up to –0.34. #e loop length of the open knit-

ted structure ℓ de%ned by Peirce (1) is (Equa-

tion 6). 

Furthermore, Peirce (1) estimated that the knit-

ted structure becomes compact (crammed) 

when the ratio between the loop length and 

yarn diameter (linear loop module) attains the 

value ℓ / dpr = 16. 

Leaf & Glaskin (2) disproved Peirce’s model of 

the loop shape (1) and demonstrated that it was 

physically impossible due to the discontinuities 

in the torsion occurring round the loop. #ey 

proposed a new, three-dimensional loop model 

(2), composed only of circular arcs in the pro-

jection onto the fabric plane (cf. Figure 4). 

#e basic parameters of Leaf & Glaskin’s loop 

model (2) are (cf. Figure 4): dpr for yarn diam-

eter; aLG for the factor of the circular arc diam-

eter (aLG ∙ dpr is the radius of the circular arcs 

composing the loop in the projection on the fab-

ric plane, i.e. a needle arc and two halves of the 

sinker arcs); φ for the angle between the dis-

tance from the needle loop centre C to the low-

est point of the loop O regarding the fabric 

plane, and the distance from the needle loop 

centre C to the point Q, where the central line 

of the needle arc with the centre C joins the cen-

tral line of the sinker arc with the centre F being 

the highest point of the loop regarding the fabric 

plane; h for the distance (height) of the point Q 

regarding the projection plane of the fabric.

Leaf & Glaskin (2) mathematically proved that 

in order for the arcs of the adjacent loops (point 

G in Figure 4) to %t together, restrictions must 

be imposed on the values aLG and φ: the small-

est possible value of the factor of the circular arc 

diameter aLGmin = 1.5. As aLG→∞, we have 90° <  

φ < 150°. #eir three-dimensional loop mod-

el consisted of both loop arcs and loop legs be-

ing circular forms exclusively, lying on the cy-

lindrical surfaces. #ey explained the adequacy 

of such a loop shape with the fact that the loops 

are formed during knitting by bending the yarn 

round the cylindrical knitting elements. 

#e loop length of their three-dimensional 

model is equal to four times the portion of the 

arc OQ (cf. Figure 4), which is a complex math-

ematical equation. A simpli%ed derivation of 
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ℓ  aLG · φ · dpr

2.3 Mundenov model zanke

-

ko v ravnini pletiva ter v ravninah, pravokotnih na ravnino pletiva 

-

-

Figure 5: Munden’s three-dimensional model (3) of single we> knit-
ted structure and its projections 

the loop length with an error less than 6% is the 

length of the projection of the loop onto the fab-

ric plane (2) (Equation 7).

In Munden’s view (3), the starting point of as-

sessing the relation between the yarn parame-

ters and knitted fabric parameters is the yarn 

and the fabric history elimination, or the de%-

nition of the reference state, namely the relaxed 

state of the knitted fabric.

Munden’s loop model (3) is three-dimensional. 

#e yarn is bent both in the plane of the fabric 

and in the plane at right angles of the fabric (cf. 

Figure 5). #e interlaced loops form a Bat struc-

ture. #e needle loops and sinker loops are iden-

tical with Munden’s loop model (cf. Figure 6).

Munden’s model is based on the presumption 

that the loop shape is a geometrical proper-

ty and is independent from the yarn physical 

properties or loop length. #e model was sup-

ported with Leaf ’s %ndings (37) that a homoge-

neous strip of yarn bent into a loop in one plane 

by bringing its two ends together and parallel, 

providing the strip is not plastically deformed 

by bending, will take up a particular con%gu-

ration which is independent from the physical 

properties, thickness, or length of the material 

forming the loop. According to Munden (3), the 

loop shape is universal if the second presump-

tion holds true, namely that the knitted fabric is 

in a fully relaxed state or the state of minimum 

energy. With Munden’s model, the interlacing 

points between the loops occur at the same rel-

ative position on the curve, irrespective of the 

size of the loop. #e narrowest point of the loop 

and the widest point of the loop of the previous 

course lie on the same axis, parallel to the ab-

scissa (cf. Figure 6).

According to Munden (3), the primary param-

eter of the knitted fabric is loop length ℓ, de-

pendent only on fabric density, while the ratio 

between the knitted fabric density and the loop 

length is independent from the fabric struc-

ture, i.e. its openness (3). #e loop width (knit-

ted fabric horizontal density) and loop length 

(knitted fabric vertical density) are directly in-

versely proportional to the loop length. Mun-

den de%ned the interdependence of individu-

al loop parameters with the so-called Munden 
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constants (cf. Equations 8 –12); where D is knit-

ted fabric area density, Dv knitted fabric verti-

cal density, Dh knitted fabric horizontal densi-

ty, ℓ loop length, and K1, K2, K3 and K4 Munden 

constants.

Vekassy (4) derived his loop model from Dal-

idovich’s model of the non-stressed loop (6) and 

the results of Doyle’s research (26). He presumed 

that the yarn is entirely even, its cross section 

circular and its diameter a constant. Vekassy’s 

loop model is three-dimensional. #e knit-

ted loop is de%ned with a space-curve E1A1I1, 

namely a cycloid arising from crossing the cyl-

inder jacket H with the radius R and horizon-

tal axis, with three parallel cylinder jackets F, F1 

and F2 with equal radii r and vertical axes, and 

two planes S and S1, parallel to the axes of the 

cylinders with the radii r (cf. Figure 7). #e loop 

consists of four equally long parts as A1B1C1 (cf. 

Figure 8).

Vekassy (4) calculated the loop length (Equa-

tion 13), with (cf. Figures 7 and 8): ℓ for loop 

length; R for the radius of the cylinder hold-

ing up the loop; r for the radii of the cylinders 

around which the needle and sinker arcs are 

bent; aV for the projection of the half of the loop 

leg onto the vertical axis in the fabric plane 

(namely half of the loop height); and bV for the 

distance between the projection of the loop arc 

centre onto the fabric plane, and the projection 

of the part of the loop bisection and the line 

holding the loop leg in the same plane.

Vekassy (4) also de%ned the simpli%ed equation 

for the loop length of the normal knitted struc-

ture in which the needle and sinker arcs are in 

contact. He presumed that the height of the cir-

cular needle arc with the radius R equals yarn 

diameter. #e loop length of the normal struc-

ture is (Equatin 14), where ℓ is loop length and 

dpr yarn diameter.

Moreover, Vekassy (4) anticipated the structure 

being more compact than the normal struc-

ture. He presumed that the needle and sinker 

arcs are elliptical and that they are in contact 

in both horizontal and vertical direction. With 

yarn of the same diameter, the loop width of the 

compact structure equals the loop width of the 

normal knitted structure. At the same time, the 

Figure 6:  Projection of Munden’s loop model (3) onto fabric 
plane 
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kjer so: D – ploskovna gostota pletiva, Dv – vertikalna gostota ple-

tiva, Dh – horizontalna gostota pletiva, ℓ – dolžina zanke in K1, K2, 

K3, K4 

2.4 Vekassyjev model zanke
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Figure 7: Vekassy’s loop model (4) – de%nition of space-curve
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Figure 8: Space-curve A1B1C1 of Vekassy’s loop model

loop height of the compact structure is smaller 

than the height of the normal loop structure (cf. 

Figure 9).

Vekassy evaluated the value of the half of the 

small axis of the median of the needle loop el-

lipse b1 on the basis of the dimension meas-

urements of the magni%ed loop pictures: b1 = 

0.9dpr. According to Vekassy, the loop length of 

the compact knitted structure is (4) (equation 

15), where ℓ is loop length and dpr yarn diam-

eter.

In his research, Suh (5) studied the phenome-

non of a cotton single knitted fabric shrinking as 

a result of the yarn swelling during wetting and 

washing. He explained the shrinking in the lon-

gitudinal direction with the change of the loop 

shape a>er wetting and drying, and the trans-

versal shrinking with the changed ratio between 

the horizontal density and yarn diameter.  

Suh presumed that the yarn within the loop has 

a circular cross section and a uniform diameter. 

#e yarns of the adjacent loops are in contact at 

points M and N. #e needle arc MN equals the 

sinker arc DA with the length Li,p and is the por-

tion of the circle on the chord DA. #e distance 

from the line MN to the centre of the loop tip Q 

is y (cf. Figures 10 and 11). #e loop width is A, 

loop height B and the loop leg length is Lk. #e 

loop leg lies on the concave plane S with the ra-

dius ρ. #e loop Bexion is de%ned with the loop 

height B, the height of the needle or singer arc 

y and the yarn diameter dpr. From Figure 12, it 

can be seen that the radius of the loop leg arc 

ρ as well as the loop Bexion decrease with the 

loop Bexion chord B + 2y decrease and/or the 

yarn diameter dpr increase. #us, the vertical 

density of the knitted fabric increases.

#e sinker and needle arcs are not semicircles 

but arcs with the central angle 2φ < 180° (cf. 

Figure 11). #e angle between the tangent of 

the needle arc and the vertical line αS equals the 

angle of the inclination of the loop legs with the 

length Lk towards the vertical line (cf. Figures 

10 and 11). It follows that the needle or sink-

er arc height y < rS if rS is the radius of the nee-

dle or sinker arc.

Owing to a simpli%ed loop length calculation, 

Suh presumed that the length of the three-di-
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mensional needle and sinker arcs approximate-

ly equals the projection of the arc onto the fab-

ric plane, and the loop leg length Lk equals the 

length of the arc with the radius ρ, since the 

loop leg Lk lies on the concave surface S with the 

radius ρ. From Figure 11, it can be seen that the 

length of the needle and sinker arc Li,p is (Equa-

tion 16).

#e loop leg length Lk is (Equation 17).

and the loop length ℓ is (Equation 18), where 

ℓ is loop length, A loop width, B loop height, y 

needle or sinker arc height, dpr yarn diameter 

and ρ loop leg arc radius.

Dalidovich’s general loop model (6, 7) is three-

dimensional. It presumes that the knitted struc-

ture is open, and that the distance between the 

sinker and the needle arcs of the loop is k (cf. 

Figure 13).

According to Dalidovich, the loop length is a 

function of the loop width A, loop height B and 

yarn diameter dpr. #e simpli%ed loop length 

considering the vertical loop legs with the 

length equal to the loop height is (cf. Figure 13), 

(Equation 19).

From Figure 13, it can be seen that (Equation 

20 and 21).

Assuming the simpli%cations that the loop is 

planar, that the loop legs are parallel to the or-

dinate and their length equals the loop height 

B, it follows from the Equations 19–21 (Equa-

tion 22).

If the loop is planar and the loop legs lie in-

clined within the loop plane as shown in Figure 

13, it holds (Equation 23).

With the three-dimensional position of the loop 

legs within the loop, taking into account the 

simpli%ed folded linear shape of the loop legs, 

the equation gets the form of (Equation 24), 

where ℓ is loop length, A loop width, B loop 

height, Dd the radius of the central arc of the 

needle/sinker loop, dpr yarn thickness, and k the 

distance between the needle and sinker arcs of 

the loop.

In case that the needle and sinker arcs of the 

loop are horizontally and vertically in contact, 

namely within the normal knitted structure, k 

= 0. #erefore, it follows from Equation 20 that 

A = 4dpr.
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2.5 Suhov model zanke
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With the normal knitted structure, the rela-

tion is (Equation 25), hence, the ratio between 

the loop height and loop width, or the ratio be-

tween the horizontal and vertical density for 

the geometrical Dalidovich’s loop model equals 

the knitted fabric density coe"cient of the nor-

mal structure C = 0.866. #e loop length of the 

normal structure is (Equation 26).

#us, according to Dalidovich’s model, the loop 

length of the normal single knitted structure de-

pends only on yarn diameter.

Korlinski (8) suggested a general planar geo-

metrical loop model of the single knitted struc-

ture, in which he presumed the elliptical shape 

of the needle and sinker arc, and jamming of 

the adjacent loops within the connecting sec-

tions of the loop (cf. Figure 14). 

#e needle loop is an ellipse with the half axes r1 

and r2. #e sinker arc equals the needle arc. #e 

loop legs are connected to the needle and sinker 

arcs with the straight section ∆B, where the ad-

jacent loops are joined (cf. Figure 14). With a 

simpli%ed construction, the line of the loop leg 

is not folded but straight, connecting the needle 

arc and the sinker arc of the loop.

#e simpli%ed loop leg construction, the loop 

length being (Equation 27) thus (Equation 28), 

where kk is the ratio between the half axes of the 

needle/sinker arc ellipse – kk = r1 / r2, the por-

tion of the loop legs joint length within the total 

loop length is εB = ∆B / B, and A is loop width, 

B loop height, B1 the vertical distance from the 

needle to the sinker arc of the same loop, ∆B the 

vertical portion of the loop leg where the adja-

cent loops are joined, dpr yarn diameter, r1 and 

r2 the half axes of the needle/sinker arc ellipse, 

ℓ1 is the total length of the needle and sinker 

arcs, and ℓ loop length.

As a special case of the general single knit-

ted loop, Korlinski also developed a theoretical 

model of the loop from a fully elasticized yarn. 

He presumed the contact of the needle and sink-

er arcs of the loops of the subsequent course in 

a non-stressed state (cf. Figure 15), semicircu-

lar shape of the needle and sinker arc, thus r2 

= r1, which follows to kk = 1, and the contact 

of the adjacent loops in points, thus εB = 0. In 

the horizontally extended state, the semicircu-
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Figure 11: Suh’s loop model (5) – needle and sinker arcs, and loop 
legs

Figure 12: Suh’s loop model (5) – loop *exion
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lar shape of the needle and sinker arcs converts 

into an elliptical shape.

For the model of the loop from a fully elasticized 

yarn, it holds (cf. Figure 15) (Equation 29).

Morooka Hi., Matsumoto and Morooka Ha. (9) 

investigated the shape of the loop in a panty-

hose fabric. In their model (cf. Figure 16), they 

presumed that the knitted fabric tightly covers 

the rigid cylinder of the in%nite length and ra-

dius R3M. #e total number of wales is nw, and 

the total number of courses is nc. #e covered 

height of the cylinder is h3M.

To simplify the analysis, the two-dimension-

al shape of the loop was presumed, argued by 

the fabric thickness being small enough to be ig-

nored in comparison with the length of the nee-

dle and sinker loops in the pantyhose fabric. 

Moreover, the yarn-yarn friction at the loop in-

terlacing points was ignored and the yarn was 

assumed to be non-extensible.  

If the yarn diameter is dpr, the distance between 

two adjacent wales or the loop width is A = 2π 

∙ R3M / nw. #e distance between the adjacent 

courses or loop height is B = h3M / nc. From the 

Figure 16, it can be seen that the model pre-

sumes a right angle between the line connecting 

the centres of the yarn cross-sections at the joint 

OG1OF1 and the line connecting the centres of 

the yarn cross-sections at the joint OG1OE1. 

#e loop consists of eight sections. ℓ1, ℓ3, ℓ5 and 

ℓ7 are circular arcs with the radius dpr and it 

holds (Equation 30), where ℓ2, ℓ4, ℓ6 and ℓ8 are 

straight portions of the loop. #e total length 

of the straight portions of the needle and sink-

er loop is (Equation 31), while the length of the 

legs is (Equation 32).

#e loop length is (Equation 33), where R3M is 

the radius of the cylinder covered with the fab-

ric, h3M the height of the cylinder covered with 

the fabric, nw the total number of the wales on 

the cylinder, nc the total number of the courses 

on the cylinder, YL the length of the yarn in a 

course, ℓ = YL / nw is loop length, A = 2π   R3M / 

nw is loop width, B = h3M / nc is loop height and 

dpr is yarn diameter.

With the maximum value of the cylinder radi-

us Rmaks, where the fabric tightly covers the cyl-
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ter dolžina zanke ℓ:

B

ρ

dpr      

B

dpr      

B

B

ρ

ℓ A dpr  ——   +

ρ ——

 

kjer je: ℓ – dolžina zanke, A B y – 

dpr – debelina preje in ρ 

2.6 Dalidovičev model zanke

ohlapno strukturo pletiva z razdaljo k -

 

dpr dpr 

B 

 

Dd 
A 

k 

A-2k 

Figure 13: Dalidovich’s loop model 

inder surface, the loop is maximally extended 

in the horizontal direction (cf. Figure 17). #e 

sinker loops are in contact with the needle loops 

of the previous course, thus the loop height is 

minimal, and Bmin = 3dpr.

#e width of the horizontally extended loop 

Amaks is (Equation 34), where Amaks = 2π ∙ Rmaks 

/ nw is the width of the horizontally extended 

loop, ℓ = YLR maks / nw is loop length and dpr is 

yarn diameter.

With the minimum value of the cylinder radius 

Rmin, where the fabric tightly covers the cylinder 

surface, the loop is maximally extended in the 

vertical direction (cf. Figure 18). #e width of 

the straight portion of the needle or sinker loop 

is minimal: ℓ4 = ℓ8 = dpr.

#e length of the vertically extended loop legs ℓ6 

is maximal. #e height of the vertically extend-

ed loop is (Equation 35).

#e width of the vertically extended loop is 

(Equation 36), where Amin = 2π ∙ Rmin / nw as the 

width of the vertically extended loop, Bmaks = hR 

min / nc as the height of the vertically extended 

loop , ℓ = YLR min / nw as loop length and dpr is 

yarn diameter.

3 Discussion on geometrical loop 
 models: open, normal 
 and compact knitted structure

Apart from the normal knitted structure, Peirce 

(1) also mathematically described the open 

knitted structure having the positive values of 

the inserted yarn segments ε ∙ dpr and ξ ∙ dpr. 

Under the unchanged basic presumptions, in 

his model, he also described the compact knit-

ted structure. If the coe"cient ξ holds a nega-

tive value, also the vertically inserted limb ex-

tensions hold a negative value, thus the loop 

height and the loop leg length are smaller than 

the ones stated in Equation 2. In order to short-

en the loop legs of the normal knitted structure, 

where the needle and sinker arcs of the adjacent 

loops are in contact, either the yarn compressi-

bility or the change of the needle and the sink-

er loop shape is required, which is in contra-

diction with the basic presumptions of Peirce’s 

model. Peirce (1) only presumed the compact 

structure in the vertical direction, as he only de-

A B 

dpr

ℓ = π · Dd B
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A dpr k ⇉ k A – dpr

in:

Dd dpr + k

-

B, iz enačb  

ℓ A + π · dpr B

ℓ A + π · dpr B A + π · dpr √B + dpr

-

ℓ A + π · dpr B A + π · dpr √B + 2 dpr

kjer je: ℓ – dolžina zanke, A B Dd – 

dpr – debelina preje 

in k
-

-

di, da je A = 4dpr

B = √ dpr  – dpr   = √  dpr   = 2 dpr
   · √3

—

-

ℓ dpr

2.7 Model zanke Korlinskega

obliko igelne in platinske glave ter naleganje sosednjih zank v ve-

r1 in r2

ravni odsek ∆B -

%ned the negative value of the coe"cient ξ, but 

not in the horizontal direction. Since the coe"-

cient ε can only have a positive value, the loop 

width remains A = 4dpr for the compact struc-

ture as well.

Despite the geometrical type of his model, 

Peirce (1) descriptively presumed the possibil-

ity of the stress originating at the loop contact 

points if there is no yarn sliding occurring at the 

stress. #e loop curves become sharper at con-

tact points, the yarn axes draw nearer, the yarn 

diameter dpr decreases and the loop length in-

creases. #erefore, Peirce presumed the yarn 

diameter change, the loop compressibility and 

length thus increasing during extension. How-

ever, he did not describe these changes mathe-

matically. 

Peirce (1) did not test the adequacy of his mod-

el with laboratory measurements and analyses 

of the real knitted fabrics. #e adequacy of his 

model was veri%ed through experimental work 

by Fletcher and Roberts (27, 28, 30). Peirce’s 

loop model was quoted, commented upon or 

tested by other authors as well, inter alia by 

Shinn (33), Munden (3), Knapton et al (38) etc.

Leaf & Glaskin’s loop model (2) is composed of 

four yarn sections, for which the central lines 

are identical circular arcs. #e model is only 

valid for the radius of the circular arcs aLG ∙ dpr 

being bigger than 1.5 of the yarn diameter, thus 

aLG ≥ 1.5, which means that the possibility of 

yarn compressibility is excluded from the mod-

el. Furthermore, the central angle of the circu-

lar arcs 90°< φ < 150° if aLG→∞. In comparison 

to Peirce’s model and within the frame of quot-

ed limitations, Leaf & Glaskin’s model (2) only 

presumes the normal to open knitted structure, 

but not the compact knitted structure.

Leaf & Glaskin (2) asserted that the yarn in the 

loop is not extended at low uniaxial stress un-

til the loop arc join. Leaf & Glaskin (2) also as-

serted that in most practical cases, the loop 

length and the yarn diameter do not vary at 

low uniaxial stresses. #e coe"cient of the cir-

cular arc diameter aLG and the central angle of 

the circular arc φ modify in such a way that the 

ratio ℓ / dpr remains a constant. #erefore, Leaf 

& Glaskin (2) presumed that at a low uniaxial 
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r1 

B1 

ΔB 

B 

r2 

r1 
A 

2dpr 
ΔB 

r2 

Figure 14: Korlinski’s loop model (8)

ℓ = π r  + r √ B + ∆B  + dpr

torej:

πℓ A + dpr kk √B  · + εB  + dpr

kjer je kk

kk = r1 / r
zanke pa εB = ∆B / B in A B B1 – 

∆B 

– navpični ravni odsek kraka zanke, kjer nalegata sosednji zan-

ki, dpr r1 in r2 – polosi elipse igelne/platinske glave 

zanke, ℓ1 – skupna dolžina lokov igelne in platinske glave zanke in 

ℓ
-

-

-

r2 = 
r1, iz česar sledi kk = 1 εB = 
0

stress only the loop extends and not the yarn. 

In consequence, the yarn diameter does not 

change, while the shape of the loop and the fab-

ric density do.

In order to compare their model to Peirce’s 

model and to verify the accuracy of their model, 

Leaf & Glaskin applied the results of the knit-

ted fabrics investigation by Fletcher & Roberts 

(27, 28, 30). *ey established that their three-

dimensional model is not in accordance with 

the experimentally de5ned loop length – in 

most cases, it overestimates its value. *e error 

increases with the yarn linear density increase, 

and with the fabric density increase at the con-

stant yarn linear density (2). *ey forecasted a 

new loop model with the elliptical projection of 

the loop curve onto the fabric plane, but they ei-

ther abandoned the new model development or 

they never published their results.

Munden’s loop model (3) is three-dimensional, 

the yarn is highly elastic and the friction forces 

at the loop contact points are small. *e shape 

of the non-stressed loop is de5ned with the state 

of minimum energy. *e loop adjusts to stress 

by bending, and a6er the stress is released, it re-

turns to the state of minimum energy, i.e. to the 

relaxed state. On the basis of Leaf ’s elastic theo-

ry (37), Munden presumed that the loop shape 

is exclusively a geometrical property of a knit-

ted structure. Although Munden presented his 

loop model graphically, he did not de5ne or 

mathematically present its geometrical shape 

except for the position of the loop interlacing 

points and the equality of the needle and sink-

er loop. He emphasized that the uniformity of 

the loop geometrical shape is only valid if yarn 

is not plastically deformed or unrelaxed. On the 

basis of the theory of similar curves, he derived 

the equations relating the basic knitted struc-

ture parameters of his model: loop length and 

horizontal, vertical and area density of knitted 

fabric. *is mathematical derivation con5rmed 

the functional dependence which was presumed 

on the basis of experimental research (Doyle, 

discussion to the paper) (26). 

Munden (3) did not de5ne the numerical val-

ues of the constants K1, K2, K3 and K4. He de-

5ned the values of constants experimentally for 
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B A · dpr A + dpr

2.8 Morookov in Matsumotov in Morookov model zanke
-

so predpostavili, da je pletivo tesno položeno prek togega valja ne-

R3M

nw nc

pletivo, je h3M

Figure 16: Morooka & Matsumoto & Morooka’s general loop model

 

dpr/2 

B 

dpr 

B 

A 

OG1 OF1 

OE1 

ℓ1

ℓ2

ℓ3

ℓ4

ℓ5

ℓ6

ℓ7

ℓ8

-

-

yarns of di;erent material composition, and for 

dry and wet relaxation. *e results of the ex-

perimental work show that the constants K1, K2, 

K3 and K4 exhibit di;erent values for wet and 

dry relaxed state, respectively, and also that the 

values for the de5ned relaxation state are only 

approximately identical for yarns with di;er-

ent absorbency. *e values of the constants K1, 

K2 and K3 for the wet relaxed knitted fabrics are 

higher than the values of these constants for the 

dry relaxed knitted fabrics (3, 39). As the wet 

relaxed knitted structure is more compact due 

to the relaxation shrinkage, higher values of 

Munden constants K1, K2 and K3 at the iden-

tical loop length indicate higher fabric densi-

ty. *erefore, Munden indirectly described the 

openness and compactness of the knitted struc-

ture with his constants, but did not evaluate the 

types of the structure geometrically and numer-

ically. 

Vekassy (4) evaluated Dalidovich’s (6) idealized 

planar loop model, where the loop is composed 

of circular arcs and straight sections joined at 

points, and the experimental work by Doy-

le (26), who established that the knitted fabric 

area density is only dependant on loop length. 

Vekassy estimated that the advantage of the ide-

alized loop model is its simplicity, but empha-

sized that it is only a projection of the loop onto 

the fabric plane which is not a realistic presen-

tation of the loop. He also exposed that the ide-

alized loop model is only valid for the special 

case of the normal knitted structure, and is thus 

not generally applicable (4).  

In his general loop model, Vekassy (4) de-

scribed the single structure loop as a real space-

curve with minimal mathematical simpli5ca-

tions. Vekassy’s general loop model (4) enables 

the spacing between the needle and sinker arcs 

in both vertical and horizontal direction; there-

fore, it assumes the existence of knitted struc-

tures from normal to very open with no limits. 

*e equation of the general loop model for the 

loop length calculation is a very complex math-

ematical term in which Vekassy’s general loop is 

a line and not a geometrical shape. *e radius 

of the cylinder R on which the loop lies de5nes 

the loop ?exion, and through the introduction 

 

 

r1 

r1 

r1 

r1 

r1 

B 

A/2 

Figure 15: Korlinski’s model of loop from fully elasticized yarn (8) – 
projection of non-stressed loop onto fabric plane
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dpr -

A = 2π ∙ R3M / nw -

B = h3M / nc

-

OE

ℓ1, ℓ3, ℓ5 in ℓ7 so krožni loki s pol-

dpr

π · dprℓ  = ℓ  = ℓ  = ℓ  = ———

ℓ2, ℓ4, ℓ6 in ℓ8 

ravnih delov igelne in platinske zanke:

π · R M

nw

ℓ  + ℓ  = dpr = A dpr

dolžina krakov zanke pa:

h M

nc
ℓ  = ℓ  =    dpr  + ——     = √dpr

 + B

h M

nc

ℓ = dpr dpr  =

= A √dpr
 + B dpr

YL π · R M

nw nw

kjer je: R3M h3M

nw -

lju, nc YL – dolžina niti  v 

zančni vrsti, ℓ = YL / nw – dolžina zanke, A = 2π ∙ R3M / nw 
zanke, B = h3M / nc dpr

Rmaks, pri kateri se pletivo 

-

Figure 17: Morooka & Matsumoto & Morooka’s model of horizon-
tally extended loop

              

dpr 

Bmin=3dpr 

3dpr 

Amaks-3dpr 

of the known parameter – yarn diameter, it also 

de5nes the fabric thickness. *erefore, Vekassy’s 

general loop model is valid for normal to open 

structure. However, for the structure type def-

inition, also the yarn diameter dpr and the pa-

rameters determining the loop line length need 

to be introduced. 

Vekassy (4) introduced the second parameter 

of the realistic knitted fabric, thus yarn diam-

eter dpr for two special structural cases, i.e. for 

normal and for compact structure of the sin-

gle knitted fabric. Dalidovich (6) considered 

the loop projection onto the fabric plane in his 

loop length calculation, and he established the 

ratio ℓ / dpr = 16.64. Vekassy‘s ratio of the loop 

length of the normal knitted structure and yarn 

diameter is bigger than Dalidovich’s, taking into 

consideration the loop space-curve, and attains 

that ℓ / dpr = 17.33. *e di;erence is 4.14% (4).

Vekassy (4) also presumed the compact struc-

ture as a special case of his general loop model. 

*e normal and the compact knitted structure 

have equal loop width A when the yarn diame-

ter is equal, thus also the density of the knitted 

fabric is equal. *e loop height B of the normal 

and compact knitted structure di;ers due to 

the di;erent shape of the needle and sinker arc, 

which are semicircular or elliptic, respectively. 

Consequently, with equal loop height and yarn 

diameter, also the loop length and the fabric 

density coeNcient di;er. *e linear loop mod-

ule of the compact structure ℓ / dpr = 13.40 (4), 

which means that with an identical yarn diam-

eter, the di;erence between the loop length of 

the normal knitted structure and the compact 

knitted structure is 22.7% (4).

Suh (5) studied exclusively cotton knitted fab-

rics and structural changes of the loop geome-

try due to yarn swelling in a wet state. He pre-

sumed that the yarn cross-section is circular 

and that the yarn diameter is a constant. In his 

model (5), he anticipated that the central angle 

of the needle and sinker arc is 2φ ≤ π, that the 

structure is normal, thus the needle and sink-

er arcs of the adjacent courses are in contact, or 

the structure is open, thus the needle and sinker 

arcs of the adjacent courses are not in contact. 

*is signi5es that it is possible to plan normal 
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Bmaks 

Amin=3dpr 

dpr 

dpr 

Figure 18: Morooka & Matsumoto & Morooka’s model of vertical-
ly extended loop

Bmin = 
3dpr

Amaks je:

π · Rmax Y · LR max

nw nw

Amax dpr

kjer je Amaks = Rmaks / nw ℓ = 
YLR maks / nw – dolžina zanke in dpr

Rmin, pri kateri se pletivo te-

-

-

na: ℓ4 = ℓ8 = dpr

to in5nitely open knitted structures by varying 

the central angle of the needle and sinker arc, 

acquiring di;erent ratios between the vertical 

and horizontal knitted fabric density. *at cor-

responds to the structure of a real knitted fab-

ric. 

In his model, Suh (5) also presumed that the 

angle of the inclination of the loop legs αS is a 

complementary angle to the angle φ, which is a 

half of the central angle of the needle and sink-

er arcs. It signi5es that with the central angle 

of the needle and sinker arc decrease, the loop 

leg length decreases and the angle of the cross-

ing from the loop arc to the loop leg increas-

es. *e fabric vertical density increases. When 

the central angle of the needle and sinker arc is 

2φ = π / 2, the angle between the tangent of the 

needle and the sinker arc and the loop leg is a 

right angle, which is an extensive simpli5cation 

of the real loop shape. If the central angle is 2φ 

= π, the needle and sinker arc become semicir-

cles, and the knitted structure becomes in5nite-

ly open, as the loop legs become vertical and in-

5nitely long. Suh did not limit the values of the 

central angle of the needle and sinker arcs as 

Leaf & Glaskin (2) did. 

Suh (5) presumed that the yarn length chang-

es due to the wet relaxation are negligible. He 

presumed that the change of the loop structure 

is only in?uenced by the yarn swelling in trans-

versal direction, thus only the yarn diameter 

changes with swelling. With his estimation that 

the loop width is equal or less than quadruple 

yarn diameter, he descriptively presumed the 

yarn compressibility.

Dalidovich’s general loop model (7) is three-di-

mensional; however, in his mathematical der-

ivation of the loop length ℓ, Dalidovich sim-

pli5ed the dimensional parameters of the loop 

composing elements. *e length of the needle 

and sinker arc was calculated from the projec-

tion of the loop onto the fabric plane, while for 

the loop leg calculation di;erent simpli5cations 

concerning leg inclination were taken into con-

sideration. For the general Dalidovich’s model 

(7), the loop length is de5ned with three param-

eters, i.e. loop width A, loop height B and yarn 

diameter dpr. It signi5es that the loop length of 

ℓ6 -

hRmin YLR min

nc nw

Bmax dpr  – dpr

π · Rmin

nw

Amin dpr

kjer je: Amin = 2π ∙ Rmin / nw 
= h / n

c
ℓ = YLR min / 

nw – dolžina zanke in dpr
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3.1 Peirceov model zanke
normalne ohlapno 

stukturo pletiva ε ∙ d
pr

 in  

ξ ∙ d
pr

zbito strukturo pletiva -

cient ξ

-

-

njih zančnih vrst stikajo, je potrebna bodisi stisljivost preje bodi-

-

ξ
ε -

A = 4d
pr

-

d
pr

 se 

 

 

3.2 Leaf-Glaskinov model zanke

-

a
LG·

d
pr

a
LG 

φ
a

LG 
→

nor-
malno in ohlapno strukturo pletiva

-

a
LG

kot krožnega loka φ ℓ / d
pr

 

the fabrics knitted from yarns of various thick-

nesses but of equal vertical and horizontal den-

sity varies. 

'e projection of Dalidovich’s loop model (7) 

onto the fabric plane describes an open struc-

ture, de+ned with the horizontal distance k be-

tween the needle and sinker arcs, and the loop 

height B. From the side and bottom view of the 

general Dalidovich’s model (7), it can be seen 

that in the interlacing points, the yarns are in 

contact and that the fabric thickness is twice the 

yarn thickness. From the side view, the knitted 

structure is not open but normal. 

Dalidovich (7) described the normal structure 

as a special case of the general, open structure. 

'e loop length of the normal structure de-

pends only on yarn diameter d
pr
. 'e di0erence 

between Dalidovich’s value ℓ = 16.64d
pr 

(6) and 

Perice’s value ℓ = 16.66d
pr 

(1) is only minimal, 

although Dalidovich’s central angle of the needle 

and sinker arc is π, while Peirce’s central angle 

is bigger than π. With Peirce’s model, the loop 

legs lie tangential to the needle and sinker arcs, 

which is not the case with Dalidovich’s model. 

'erefore, the length of the needle and sinker 

arc is bigger and the loop leg length is smaller at 

Peirce’s model comparing to Dalidovich’s mod-

el. For the normal structure of both models, the 

loop width A = 4d
pr

 and the loop height B = 2d
pr 

∙ 31/2. 'is signi+es that the knitted fabric densi-

ty coe9cient is equal for the normal structure 

of both models. 

Korlinski’s loop model (8) is planar, the loop leg 

being shown as a folded line due to the jam-

ming of the needle and sinker arcs of the adja-

cent courses. In the loop length calculations, the 

simpli+ed, thus straight, line of the loop leg is 

considered. 'e loop model is general and an-

ticipated for all kind of materials and knitted 

fabric states (8). 

In Korlinski’s general model, the needle and 

sinker arc have an elliptical shape. 'e sem-

icircular shape of the needle/sinker arc is only 

valid for the special case of the fully elasticized 

yarn (8). In this case, Korlinski’s loop model 

(8) resembles Suh’s loop model (2), discussing 

the semicircular shape of the needle/sinker arc 

only as a special, extreme case. 'e di0erence 
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-

-

-

-

z eliptično projekcijo zančne krivulje v ravnini pletiva, vendar sta 

3.3 Mundenov model zanke

-

-

-

-

-

-

ložaja stičnih točk zanke ter enakosti igelne in platinske zanke, je 

-

-

-

-

  in 

-

-

,
 

 raz-

-

 in 

-

-

3.4 Vekassyjev model zanke
-

between the two models is that with Suh’s loop 

model (2), the needle and sinker arc are parts 

of a circle, while with Korlinski’s model (8), the 

needle and sinker arcs are elliptical. Beside Suh 

(2), also Vekassy (4) proposed a non-cylindri-

cal shape of the needle and sinker arc before 

Korlinski. Korlinski’s model (8) di0ers from Ve-

kassy’s model (4), as Vekassy (4) presents the 

circular shape of the needle and sinker arc in 

the projection onto the fabric plane for his gen-

eral loop model, and the elliptical shape only in 

the case of the compact structure. Korlinski, on 

the contrary, de+nes in his general model the el-

liptical shape, while the circular shape is only 

valid as a special case of fully extended yarn. 

Vekassy’s (4) and Korlinski’s (8) model also dif-

fer in that Vekassy’s model is three-dimensional, 

while Korlinski’s model is two-dimensional. Ko-

rlinski (8) was the only author among the pre-

sented authors of geometrical models who pre-

sumed the linear joint of the needle and sinker 

arcs of the adjacent courses; the joint was de-

+ned as ∆B, while the portion of the loop legs 

which are joined in the relation to loop height 

was de+ned as εB = ∆B / B. Korlinski assumed 

yarn compressibility neither in his general nor 

in his special case of the fully elasticized yarn. 

In his general loop model, Korlinski (8) de+ned 

the open knitted structure, as the needle and 

sinker arcs are in contact neither in the vertical 

nor in the horizontal direction. 'e structure 

with the joint needle and sinker arc of the ad-

jacent courses, i.e. the vertically normal struc-

ture, was foreseen only in the case of the fab-

ric made from fully elasticized yarns. Korlinski 

referred to the compact structure when quot-

ing Nawrocki’s loop model (40), however, he did 

not develop his own loop model of the compact 

structure.

Contrary to other authors of geometrical loop 

models, Morooka Hi., Matsumoto & Morooka 

Ha. (9) oriented in their study exclusively to the 

analysis of the single circular hosiery fabric in 

which the loop in the extended, strained state 

captures the characteristic extended shape. Ac-

cording to the authors’ statements, the needle 

arc with the loop legs represents only a minor 
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 ki je ugotovil, da je ploskovna gostota pletiva odvisna 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

R, na ka-

zanke torej velja za normalno do ohlapno strukturo pletiva, vendar 

-

d
pr

d
pr,

 

-

-

ℓ / d
pr 

-

ℓ / d
pr 

 

predvidel tudi zbito strukturo pletiva
A

-

tega pletiva se zaradi različne oblike igelne/platinske glave, polkro-

ℓ / d
pr 

3.5 Suhov model zanke
-

-

2φ ≤ π in da je struktu-

-

 

-

jektirati od normalne do neskončno ohlapne strukture pletiva z 

portion of the total loop length, while the sinker 

arc represents the major portion. Although Mo-

rooka & Matsumoto & Morooka’s loop mod-

el (9) represents the loop as an element of the 

knitted fabric lying on the cylinder that is a 

part of the three-dimensional structure, in real-

ity, it is a planar loop model. 'e authors base 

this statement with the negligible fabric thick-

ness in relation to the needle and sinker arc 

within the hosiery fabric. 'e assumed inex-

tensibility of the yarn (9) signi+es that the loop 

shape, thus the loop width and the loop height 

change during the imposing stress to the knitted 

fabric; simultaneously, the loop length remains 

unchanged, as the loop model is planar.

Morooka & Matsumoto & Morooka (9) pre-

sumed an open structure for the general loop 

shape in which the needle and sinker arcs are 

in contact neither in the vertical nor in the hor-

izontal direction. With the rename of the loop 

parameters: loop length ℓ = YL / N
w
, loop width 

A = 2π ∙ r / n
w
 and loop height B = (d2 + (h / 

n
c
)2)1/2, the general equation for the loop length 

calculation (i.e. Equation 33) is (Eqaution 37).

'e equation shows the loop length dependence 

on the loop width, loop height and yarn diam-

eter similar to Peirce’s loop model of the open 

structure (cf. Equation 6), and Dalidovich’s gen-

eral loop model (cf. Equation 22). 'e coe9-

cients of the presented three models di0er, since 

Dalidovich (7) assumes the semicircular shape 

of the needle and sinker arc, Peirce (1) assumes 

the straight yarn portions in the semicircular 

loop crown and straight loop legs, and Morooka 

& Matsumoto & Morooka (9) assume straight 

yarn portions only within the needle and sink-

er arc of the loop. 

Morooka & Matsumoto & Morooka (9) also 

mathematically de+ned the loop parameters at 

extreme conditions, thus at maximal horizon-

tal (transversal) and maximal vertical (longitu-

dinal) fabric extension. Since according to au-

thors’ presumptions the yarn is not extensible, 

the yarn diameter and the loop length do not 

change during extension. 'e maximal hori-

zontal extension leads to the vertical normal 

structure, thus to the joined needle and sinker 

arcs of the adjacent courses, while the structure 

remains open in the vertical direction, thus the 

adjacent wales do not join. 'e maximal ver-
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-

-

sti krakov zanke α
S
 φ

-

2φ = π / 2 -

2φ = π, sta igelni in platinski lok polkroga, struk-

tura pletiva pa neskončno ohlapna, saj sta kraka zanke navpična 

-

2φ -

 

-

3.6 Dalidovičev model zanke

ℓ poeno-

-

-

-

A B in debelino preje d
pr

, kar po-

-

suje ohlapno strukturo, ki je določena s horizontalno razdaljo k 

B
-

ti, da se v veznih točkah zanke niti dotikajo, torej je debelina pleti-

-

normalno strukturo pletiva opisal kot poseben pri-

-

re je odvisna le od debeline preje d
pr

ℓ = 

d
pr 

ℓ d
pr 

-

ga/platinskega loka π π

tical extension leads to the horizontal normal 

structure, thus to joined adjacent wales, while 

the knitted structure remains open in the verti-

cal direction, thus the needle and sinker arcs of 

the adjacent courses do not join.

4 Conclusions

'e geometrical loop models by Peirce (1), Leaf 

& Glaskin (2), Munden (3), Vekassy (4), Suh 

(5), Dalidovich (6, 7), Morooka & Matsumo-

to and Morooka (9) are based on the presump-

tions that yarn diameter is a constant, the yarn 

cross-section is circular, that the yarn is non-

extensible and completely Xexible. 'e real 

and especially contemporary knitted fabrics are 

complex material which does not meet the ide-

alized presumptions. 

Moreover, the geometrical models explicitly or 

implicitly presume that the geometrical shape of 

the loop is constant for each model. Neverthe-

less, under special conditions, some of the mod-

els presume: 

– yarn diameter change – Peirce (1) and Dal-

idovich (7) when the knitted fabric is subject-

ed to stress,

– loop shape change – Peirce (1) and Vekassy 

(4) when the open or compact structure type 

changes, Suh (5) at wetting and washing, Da-

lidovich (7), Korlinski (8), and Morooka & 

Matsumoto & Morooka (9) when the knitted 

fabric is subjected to stress,

– yarn extensibility – Dalidovich (7). 

In most cases, within the frame of basic as-

sumptions, the geometrical loop models are 

general, i.e. Leaf & Glaskin’s (2), Munden’s (3), 

Vekassy’s (4), Suh’s (5), Dalidovich’s (7), Korlin-

ski’s (8), Morooka & Matsumoto & Morooka’s 

(9) loop model. Or they de+ne the structure 

with the joined needle and sinker arcs of the ad-

jacent loops, thus the normal knitted structure, 

i.e. Peirce’s loop model (1). Some of them as-

sume the individual structure type as a special 

case, e.g. Peirce (1) describes the open structure, 

Vekassy (4) and Dalidovich (6) describe the 

normal structure, and Peirce (1) and Vekassy 

(4) describe the compact structure.

Due to their simplicity, Peirce’s, Dalidovich’s 

and Munden’s loop model are the most usable 

for we[ knitted structure planning and analy-
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-

A = 4d
pr

 ter da je 

B = 2d
pr 

∙
 
31/2 -

3.7 Model zanke Korlinskega
-

ke zaradi naleganja igelnih in platinskih glav sosednjih zančnih 

-

-

-

kega eliptično obliko; polkrožna oblika igelne/platinske glave vel-

ki obravnava polkrožno obliko igelne/platinske glave le kot pose-

-
 

-

-

podaja krožno obliko igelne/platinske glave v projekciji v ravnini 

-

-

zank sosednjih zančnih vrst; opredelil ga je kot ∆B, delež krakov 

εB = ∆B / B -

ohlap-
no strukturo -

pri kateri se stikajo igelni in platinski loki sosednjih zančnih vrst, 

torej vertikalno normalno strukturo, je predvidel le pri pletivu iz 

-

-

3.8 Morookov in Matsumotov in Morookov model zanke

-

sis. 'ey de+ne normal, open and under lim-

ited conditions also compact structure. 'ey 

can be used mostly for the study of the knit-

ted fabrics made from conventional yarns. 'e 

compact structure, which is nowadays char-

acteristic of knitted fabrics with incorporated 

elasticized core, can be represented with Mun-

den’s constants which have signi+cantly higher 

values compared to those representing the nor-

mal to open structure. Vekassy’s model presents 

the real, three-dimensional knitted structure 

most adequately; nevertheless, it is generally too 

complex for fabric planning.
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-

-

-

-

ke predpostavili ohlapno strukturo pletiva, pri kateri se igelni/pla-

tinski loki sosednjih zank ne stikajo niti v horizontalni niti v ver-

ℓ = YL / N
w

-

rina zanke A = 2π ∙ r / n
w

B = (d2 + (h / n
c
)2)1/2 dobi 

obliko:

ℓ = A B d
pr

-

-

 predvideva polkrožno obliko igelne/

-

-

-

-

verti-
kalne normalne strukture

-

horizontal-
ne normalne strukture

-
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-

-

-

-

dar nekateri pri posebnih pogojih predvidevajo: 

spremembo premera preje – -

spremembo oblike zanke – -

-

razteznost preje –

-

ali pa opisujejo le strukturo, pri kateri se igelni in platinski loki so-

ohlapno strukturo -

normalno strukturo -

zbito strukturo
-

-

-

-

-
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